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A new CX0S (CXOS-TOLE : Transistor 0n a Lateral Epitaxial silicon layer)
structure has been developed to achieve high packing density and high speed.
The C[0S-T0LE structure is characterized by the source(S)/drain(D) regions
and part of the channel regions adjacent to S/D regions rhich are forned on
epitaxial silicon layer on insulator filn. It has the folloring advantages.
( I ) Reduction of the isolation vidth vithout loss of latch-up inuunity and(2) parasitic capacitance reduction of S/D regions. These advantages have
been verified using test devices including 25-stage ring oscillators.

1. Introduction
Device dinension reduction and parasitic

capacitance reduction are very inportant
requirenents for producing future CX0S ULSIs

that have high packing density and high
speed perforuance. Horever, it is difficult
for the conventional bulk CX0S structure to
satisfy these requirenents because ( I ) its
isolation vidth betveen p- and n-channel
transistors cannot be reduced rithout loss
of latch-up innunity, and (2) parasitic
capacitances, such as the boundary conponent

of a junction capacitance and a siring
capacitance, are not reduced, even when

device diuensions are scaled dorn.

This paper proposes a ner CXOS structure,
rhich enploys a transistor on a lateral
epitaxial silicon layerIlJ technique and is
called CX0S-T0LE. This paper describes the
CXOS-T0LE structure and its fabrication
process. It also presents sone experinental
results indicating that the CX0S-T0LE can

satisfy the above-nentioned requirenents.

2. Cil0S-T0LE structure
Figure I shors a cross sectional viev of
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the tvin-rell CI0S-TOLE structure. The CX0S-

T0LB is forned partly on insulator filn. The

source(S)/drain(D) regions and part of the
channel regions adjacent to the S/D regions
are forued on epitaxial silicon layers,
yhich are on thick oxide insulator filn. The

niddle part of the channel regions are
connected to the bulk silicon substrate. The

transistor areas are surrounded by vertical
sideralls forned vith insulator filu.

The CIOS-T0LE structure, then, has the
follosing advantages:

( I ) The isolation region ridth can easily
be reduced. There are tro reasons for this.
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Fig. I CX0S-T0LE structure.



The first is that this ridth is deternined

by s ize of the resist pattern. The second is
that high latch-up innunity nay be achieved

even for a narroy isolation region because

shape of the oxide-filn betveen the p- and

n-channel transistors pernits a long latch-
up current path through the lateral npn

transistor.
(2) The parasitic capacitance between the

S/D regions and the silicon substrate can be

easily reduced vhile naintaining a flat
surface because the oxide filn thickness
beneath the S/D regions can be easily
increased with epitaxial lateral qvergrowth

(ELO> l2l and sreferential polishing (PP)

t3l techniques. In this respect, CX0S-TOLE

is different fron B0X0S [4], LID t5l and

SPEG t6l. The parasitic capacitance between

the riring and the silicon substrate can be

also reduced.

(3) Stable dynanic transistor action nay

be obtained because the substrate is not

electrically floating. This aspect is
inportant to the application of CI0S-TOLE to

dynanic low power dissipation circuits.

3. Fabrication Process

Figure 2 shors the steps of the CX0S-T0LE

fabrication process. ELO and PP techniques
are enployed to forn a partial S0l

structure. Boron and phosphorus ions are
inplanted three tines to forn the p- and n-

well regions, respectively. The first
inplantation is done on the silicon
substrate. (Fig. 2, a) This inplantation nakes

the connection layer betveen the well-region
beneath the channel region and the rel1-
contact region. A 600nn thick field oxide
filn is thernally grown on the silicon
substrate. (Fig. 2, b) Section cut-outs at two

levels on the oxide filn are forned by two

oxide filn etchings rith the resist as a

nask. The upper cut-out shape deternines the

Fie. 2 CI0S-T0LE

Preferential polishing

Third inplantation

fabrication steps.

transistor area and the channel ridth. The

lorer cut-out shape deternines the seed

area. The botton of the upper cut-out
deternines the S/D junction depth (200nn).

Af ter cut-out f ornation, a second
inplantation is perforned on the silicon
substrate in the seed area to control
inpurity concentration in the deep region of
the epitaxial silicon 1ayer. (Fig. 2, c) A 5

pn thick epitaxial silicon is selectively
grown fron the exposed silicon substrate in
the seed area using the ELO technique.
(Fig. 2, d) The epitaxial silicon is polished

sith the PP technique, which leaves it in
the tro- level cut-out sections only. [ith
this step, a flat surface is obtained, and

the transistor areas are automatically
isolated. A third inplantation is then done

to the epitaxial silicon layer to deternine

First inplantation

Field oxidation

Device and seed
area fornation

Second inplantation

Epitaxial lateral
overgrorth

Si
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(a) N-channel transistor

(a) CI0S-T0LE
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Fig. 4 Latch-up characteristics.

vith those of a non-CXOS-T0LE structure
which does not has a oxide filn belor the
S/D regions. These CXOS test devices yere

fabricated with a 2 pn design rule. No high
holding voltage vas neasured in these test
sanples because the first inplantation
dosage for then vas loy. Horever, these
results denonstrate that the C[0S-T0LE
structure is effective for enhancing latch-
up innunity.

Z5-stage ring oscillators of both the I
fan-in and 3 fan-ins type yere nade using
the CX0S-T0LE and non-CXOS-T0LE structure.
The Y/L for the n-channel transistor ras the
sane s i ze as that for the p-channel
transistor, 6pn/2pn. Figure E shors
neasured delays as a function of the poyer

supply voltage. lith a bV porer supply, a

per-stage delay increase betyeen I fan-in
and 3 fan-ins for the CXOS-TOLE ras l/S of
that for the non- CX0S-T0LE. The reason for
this is that the parasitic capacitance of

-3. OOOVg .3OOO./dtv ( V)

(b) P-channel transistor
Fie. 3 Subthreshold characteristics.

SBI : Siderall Boron Inplant

the transistor characteristics. (Fig. Z, e)
After the third inplantation, the gate
electrodes, the S/D regions, the contact
holes, and the aluninun virings are forned.

4. Electrical Characteristics
Figure 3 shovs the subthreshold

characteristics of the n- and p-channel
transistors. The clearly observable double
hunp for the n-channel transistor is caused

by the fornation of siderall parasitic
channel. f,e have confirned that this double
hunp can be elininated by increasing the
threshold voltage at the sidewall parasitic
channel region rith a siderall boron

inplant (SBI ), as shosn in Fig. B, (a).

Figure 4 conpares the latch-up
characteristics of the CtOS-T0LE structure

Vo=SV
Vsub= O,-2V
WIL=Z pm/2 pm
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Fig. 5 Rine oscillator gate delay,
3 fan-ins and 1 fan-out vith solid line,
1 fan-in and I fan-out rith dashed line.
Both devices z I/L=6/2 (pn).

the CIOS-TOLE in the fan-in region, vhich
nainly consists of S/D junction
capacitance, is snaller than that for the

non-CIOS-T0LE.

Fig. 6 shors the drain currents for t0S-
T0LE and non-tOS-T0LE rithout the oxide filn
belor the S/D regions. An XOS-TOLE, like an

X0S transistor tith an LDD structure,
provides higher drain-breakdovn voltage than

a conventional I0S transistor. This nay be

explained by the fact that the electrical
field near the drain region of the T0LE

structure is reakened by its partial S0l
structure.

5. Conclusion

A ney CXOS structure, the CX0S-TOLE has

been proposed. I t has been found to be
effe.tiu .n-up
characteristics and increasing drain-
breakdorn voltage. It has been confirned
rith 25-stage ring oscillators that
parasitic capacitance, vhich cannot be

reduced for a bulk CIOS structure, can be

reduced for the CI0S-T0LE.
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Fig. 0 Drain currents for ilOS-TOLE
(solid line) and XOSFET

(dashed line) rithout S0l
part ( non-T0LE ).
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